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(57) Abstract: Methods and apparatus organize a plur
700 ality of haptic output variations into a cohesive semantic

framework that uses various information about the alert
condition and trigger, application context, and other
conditions to provide a system of haptic outputs that
share characteristics between related events. In some
embodiments, an event class or application class

Detect alert condition provides the basis for a corresponding haptic output. In

705 some embodiments, whether an alert-salience setting is
on provides the basis for adding an increased salience
haptic output to the standard haptic output for the alert.
In some embodiments, consistent haptics provide for
branding of the associated application class, application,
and/or context.
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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 03 May 201 6 (03.05.201 6)

What is claimed is:

1. A processor-implemented method performed on a computing device, the method

comprising:

detecting an alert condition associated with an application executing on the computing

device; and

responsive to detecting the alert condition:

determining a state associated with the application at a time associated with the

alert condition;

in accordance with a determination that the application was in an active state at

the time associated with the alert condition, providing a first haptic output

that represents the occurrence of the alert condition, the first haptic output

having a first set of output characteristics; and

in accordance with a determination that the application was in an inactive state at

the time associated with the alert condition, providing a second haptic

output that represents the occurrence of the alert condition, the second

haptic output having a second set of output characteristics, wherein the

second haptic output is different from the first haptic output.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the state associated with the application

at a time associated with the alert condition comprises determining whether a user interface for

the application was displayed on a touchscreen of the device at the time associated with the alert

condition.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the state associated with the application

at the time of the alert condition comprises determining whether a user input to the application

triggered the alert condition, the user input different from the alert condition.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising:

determining that the application was in the active state based on a detected user input at

the time of the alert condition;

determining a level of user engagement associated with the user input at the time of the

alert condition; and



determining one or more of the first set of output characteristics for the first haptic output

based on the determined level of engagement

5. The method of claims 1 or 2, wherein:

determining a state associated with the application at a time associated with the alert

condition comprises determining whether the application was executing on the

touchscreen computing device at the time associated with the alert condition,

wherein:

determining that the application was in the active state comprises determining that

the application was executing in the foreground on the touchscreen

computing device at the time associated with the alert condition; and

determining that the application was in the inactive state comprises determining

that the application was not executing on the touchscreen computing

device or was executing in the background on the touchscreen computing

device at the time associated with the alert condition.

6. The method of any of claims 1-5, wherein:

a respective user interface window corresponding to the application is displayed

concurrently with one or more other user interface windows on a multi-

application-window user interface on the device; and

determining the state associated with the application at the time associated with the alert

condition comprises determining whether the respective user interface window

corresponding to the application was displayed in the foreground of the multi-

application-window user interface at the time associated with the alert condition.

7. The method of any of claims 1-5, wherein:

one or more other user interface windows are concurrently displayed on a multi-

application-window user interface on the device at the time associated with the

alert condition; and

determining the state associated with the application at the time associated with the alert

condition comprises determining whether a respective user interface window

corresponding to the application was displayed in the multi-application-window

user interface at the time associated with the alert condition.



8. The method of any of claims 1-7, wherein the alert condition corresponds to an event

that is automatically triggered by the application, an automatically initiated event notification

received by the application from a source external to the device, or a manually initiated event

notification received by the application from a human user other than a user of operating the

device.

9. The method of any of claims 1-8, wherein:

the first haptic output is accompanied by a first audio output;

the second haptic output is accompanied by a second audio output;

the first haptic output is identical to the second haptic output; and

the first audio output is different from the second audio output.

10. The method of any of claims 1-8, wherein:

the first haptic output is accompanied by an audio output;

the second haptic output is accompanied by the audio output; and

the first haptic output is different from the second haptic output.

. The method of any of claims 1-8, wherein:

the second haptic output is accompanied by an audio output, a waveform of the second

haptic output generated based on, mirroring, and synchronized to a waveform of

the accompanying audio output.

2. The method of any of claims 1-8, wherein:

the first haptic output is not accompanied by audio output; and

the second haptic output is accompanied by an audio output.

13. The method of claim 1 , wherein the first haptic output is similar to the second

haptic output

. The method of any of claims 1-8, 2 or 13, wherein the second haptic output has a

greater intensity than the first haptic output



. The method of any of claims 1-8, 12, or 13, wherein the first set of characteristics

comprises one or more of: an amplitude, a duration, a regularity, a repetition frequency, or a

selection of haptic features of the first haptic output.

. The method of any of claims 1-8, 12, or 13, wherein the second haptic output is

different and has a greater intensity intense than the first haptic output

17. The method of claim 1, wherein

determining the state associated with the application at a time associated with the alert

condition comprises determining a state of the touchscreen computing device at

the time associated with the alert condition, wherein:

determining that the application was in the active state comprises determining that

the touchscreen computing device was active at the time associated with

the alert condition; and

determining that the application was in the inactive state comprises

determining that the touchscreen computing device was inactive at

the time associated with the alert condition.

. The method of claim 1 or 17, wherein the first and second sets of characteristics

correspond to a device type of the touchscreen computing device.

19. The method of any of claims 1-8, 12, 13, 7, or , further comprising:

at a first point in time, while the application is in the active state, detecting a first alert

condition associated with the application;

responsive to detecting the first alert condition while the first application is in the active

state, providing a first output representing the first alert condition;

at a second point in time, while the first application is in an inactive state, detecting a

second alert condition;

responsive to detecting the second alert condition while that the application is in the

inactive state, providing the second haptic output representing the second alert

condition, the second haptic output different from the first haptic output.

20. The method of any of claims 1-8, 12, 13, 17, 18, or 19, wherein:

the device has a touch-sensitive display; and



the first haptic output and the second haptic output are provided via a touch-sensitive

display on the computing device.

2 1. A computer-program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable storage

medium storing executable code, the code when executed causes a processor to performs steps as

in one of claims 1-20.

22. A computer-program product comprising:

a display;

a touch-sensitive surface; and

means for performing any one of claims 1-20.

23. An information processing apparatus for use in an electronic device with a display

and a touch-sensitive surface, comprising:

means for performing any one of claims 1-20.

24. A processor-implemented method performed on a computing device, the method

comprising:

detecting occurrence of an alert condition associated with an application; and

responsive to detecting the occurrence of the alert condition:

determining whether the alert condition was triggered by a manually-initiated

event;

in accordance with a determination that the alert condition was triggered by a

manually-initiated event, providing a first haptic output corresponding to a

manually-initiated event notification; and

in accordance with a determination that the alert condition was triggered by an

automatically-initiated event, providing a second haptic output

corresponding to an automatically-initiated event notification, wherein the

second haptic output is different from the first haptic output.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein determining that the alert condition was triggered

by a manually-initiated event comprises determining whether the alert condition corresponds to

an event initiated by a human user.



26. The method of claims 24 or 25, wherein determining that the alert condition

characteristics indicate that the alert condition was triggered by a manually-initiated event

comprises determining whether the alert condition corresponds to an event initiated by a human

user other than a user of the computing device.

27. The method of claims 24 or 25, wherein determining that the alert condition was

triggered by a manually-initiated event comprises determining whether the alert condition

corresponds to an input received from a human user, the input identifying a user of the

computing device and the input comprising an indication from the human user to alert the user of

the computing device as to the input.

28. The method of claim 24, wherein determining that the alert condition was triggered

by an automatically-initiated event comprises determining that the alert condition was

automatically triggered by the application or was an automatically-initiated event notification

received by the application from a source external to the device.

29. The method of claims 24 or 28, wherein determining that the alert condition was

triggered by an automatically-initiated event comprises determining that the alert condition

occurs at a predetermined time or reports on satisfaction of a predetermined triggering condition.

30. The method of claim 24 or 29, wherein, in accordance with a determination that the

alert condition was triggered by an automatically-initiated event:

determining whether the automatically-initiated event corresponds to an automatically-

initiated event occurring external to the device;

in accordance with a determination that the automatically-initiated event corresponds to

an event occurring external to the device, providing a first variant of the second

haptic output, corresponding to a notification of an externally occurring

automatically-initiated event; and

in accordance with a determination that the automatically-initiated event corresponds to

an event initiated within the device, providing a second variant of the second

haptic output corresponding to a notification of an internally generated

automatically-initiated event.



3 1. The method of any of claims 24-27, wherein the determining further comprises, in

accordance with a determination that the alert condition was triggered by a manually-initiated

event:

determining a measure of urgency associated with the manually-initiated event; and

modulating an intensity of the first haptic output based on the measure of urgency.

32. The method of any of claims 24-27, further comprising, in accordance with a

determination that the alert condition was triggered by a manually-initiated event:

determining one or more contextual attributes associated with the manually-initiated

event; and

modulating an intensity of the first haptic output based on the one or more contextual

attributes.

33. The method of any of claims 24, 28-30, further comprising, in accordance with a

determination that the alert condition was triggered by an automatically-initiated event:

analyzing characteristics associated with the alert condition to determine one or more

contextual attributes associated with the automatically-initiated event; and

modulating an intensity the second output based on the one or more contextual attributes.

34. The method of any of claims 24, 28-30, further comprising, in accordance with a

determination that the alert condition was triggered by an automatically-initiated event:

determining a time-varying measure of urgency associated with the automatically-

initiated event; and

modulating, over a specified window of time, an intensity of the second haptic output to

indicate the time-varying measure of urgency.

35. The method of any of claims 24-34, wherein:

the first haptic output is accompanied by a first audio output;

the second haptic output is accompanied by a second audio output;

the first haptic output is similar to the second haptic output; and

the first audio output is different from the second audio output.

36. The method of any of claims 24-34, wherein:

the first haptic output is accompanied by a first audio output;



the second haptic output is accompanied by a second audio output;

the first audio output is similar to the second audio output; and

the first haptic output is different from the second haptic output.

37. The method of any of claims 24-34, wherein:

the first haptic output is accompanied by a first audio output; and

the second haptic output is not accompanies by an audio output.

38. The method of claim 37, wherein the first haptic output is similar to the second

haptic output.

39. The method of any of claims 24-34, wherein the first haptic output that corresponds

to the manually-initiated event notification is more intense than the second haptic output that

corresponds to the automatically-initiated event notification.

40. The method of any of claims 24-39, wherein:

the first haptic output is characterized by a first set of characteristics comprising one or

more of: an amplitude of the first haptic output, a duration of the first haptic

output, a regularity associated with the first haptic output, repetition frequency of

haptic features in the first haptic output, and a selection of haptic features

constituting the first haptic output; and

the second haptic output is characterized by a second set of characteristics comprising

one or more of: an amplitude of the second haptic output, a duration of the second

haptic output, a regularity associated with the second haptic output, repetition

frequency of haptic features in the second haptic output, and a selection of haptic

features constituting the second haptic output.

4 . The method of claim 24, further comprising:

detecting a first alert condition corresponding; to an incoming email message from a first

human sender;

responsive to determining that the incoming email message corresponds to a manually-

initiated event, providing the first haptic output;

detecting a second alert condition corresponding to an incoming text message from a

second human sender; and



responsive to determining that the incoming text message corresponds to a manually-

initiated event, providing the first haptic output

42. The method of any of claims 24-41 , wherein:

the device has a touch-sensitive display; and

the first haptic output and the second haptic output are provided via a touch-sensitive

display on the computing device.

43. A processor-implemented method performed on a computing device, the method

comprising:

detecting occurrence of an alert condition associated with an application; and

responsive to detecting the occurrence of the alert condition:

determining whether the alert condition corresponds to a personal communication

from a sender in a list of contacts associated with the user;

in accordance with a determination that the alert condition corresponds to a

personal communication from a sender in a list of contacts associated with

the user, providing a first haptic output corresponding to a personal alert

notification; and

in accordance with a determination that the alert condition does not correspond to

a personal communication from a sender in a list of contacts associated

with the user , providing a second haptic output corresponding to an

automatic alert notification, wherein the first haptic output is greater in

magnitude than the second haptic output.

44. A computer-program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable storage

medium storing executable code, the code when executed causes a processor to performs steps as

in one of claims 24-43.

45. A computer-program product comprising:

a display;

a touch-sensitive surface; and

means for performing any one of claims 24-43.
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46. An information processing apparatus for use in an electronic device with a display

and a touch-sensitive surface, comprising:

means for performing any one of claims 24-43.

47. processor-implemented method performed on a computing device, the method

comprising:

detecting a first alert condition on the computing device associated with receiving user

input to an application; and

responsive to detecting the first alert condition, providing a first haptic output having a

first intensity and corresponding to the user input to the application;

after providing the first haptic output, detecting a second alert condition

associated with receiving a predetermined system event in the application;

and

responsive to detecting the second alert condition, providing a second haptic output

having a second intensity, and corresponding to the predetermined system event,

wherein the second intensity is greater than the first intensity.

48. The method of claim 47, wherein the first haptic output is feedback provided in

direct response to and as a consequence of the user input

49. The method of claims 47 or 48, wherein the second alert condition corresponds to an

event that is automatically triggered by the application, an automatically initiated event

notification received by the application, or a manually initiated event notification received by the

application.

50. The method of any of claims 47-49, further comprising:

determining whether an input-based modulation condition exists; and

responsive to determining that an input-based modulation condition exists, prior

to providing the first haptic output, modifying the first haptic output.

51. The method of any of claims 47-49, further comprising:

detecting a respective alert condition;

determining that the respective alert condition resulted from a respective user input

received on the computing device;
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identifying a measure of user engagement associated with the detected user input; and

modulating the first signal intensity of the first haptic output based on the measure of user

engagement

52. The method of any of claims 47-49, further comprising:

detecting a respective alert condition;

determining that the respective alert condition resulted from receiving a tactile user input

on the device;

identifying a location of receiving the tactile user input on the device; and

modulating a spatial haptic energy profile of the first haptic output, by providing greater

than a specified proportion of haptic energy of the first haptic output within a

specified radius threshold of the location of receiving the tactile user input on the

device.

53. The method of any of claims 47-49, further comprising:

detecting a respective alert condition;

determining that the respective alert condition resulted from receiving a tactile user input

on the device; and

modulating a spatial haptic energy profile of the first haptic output, by reducing the

amplitude of haptic energy of the first haptic output such mat it is perceptible at

the location of receiving the tactile user input on the device.

54. The method of claim 53, wherein:

the location of receiving the tactile user input on the device, varies with time; and

the spatial haptic energy varies with time corresponding to the time-varying location of

receiving the tactile user input.

55. The method of any of claims 47-49, further comprising:

detecting a respective alert condition;

determining that the respective alert condition resulted from receiving a tactile user input;

identifying time-varying morphological attributes of the tactile user input; and

modifying, over time, morphological characteristics of the first haptic output to mimic the

time-varying morphological attributes of the tactile user input.
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56. The method of claim 55, wherein:

the time-varying morphological attributes include a time-dependent contact pressure

profile between the tactile user input and a touch-sensitive surface of the

computing device; and

the modifying comprises modulating, with time, an energy profile of the first haptic

output to mirror the time-dependent contact pressure profile between the tactile

user input and the touch-sensitive surface of the computing device.

57. The method of any of claims 47-49, further comprising:

detecting a respective alert condition;

determining that the respective alert condition resulted from a sustained user input;

responsive to the determining, initiating the first haptic output at an initiation time of the

sustained user input;

detecting termination of the sustained user input; and

terminating the first haptic output at a termination time of the sustained user input.

58. The method of any of claims 47-57, further comprising:

determining whether an ambient condition-based modulation condition exists; and

responsive to determining that an ambient condition-based modulation condition

exists, prior to providing the second haptic output, modifying the second

haptic output

59. The method of any of claims 47, 49, or 50, further comprising:

detecting a respective alert condition associated with a respective application;

determining that the respective alert condition did not result from receiving user input;

and

responsive to determining that the respective alert condition did not result from receiving

user input:

determining whether one or more ambient conditions exist for the device as

potential interference to haptic output at a time of occurrence of the

respective alert condition;
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in accordance with a determination that no interferential ambient conditions exist

for the device, providing a respective second haptic output based on the

state of receptiveness of the user, and

in accordance with a determination that one or more ambient conditions exist for

the device as potential interference to haptic output, delaying providing

the respective second output to the user.

60. The method of any of claims 47, 49, or 50, further comprising:

detecting a respective alert condition associated with a respective application;

determining that the respective alert condition did not result from receiving user input;

and

responsive to determining that the respective alert condition did not result from receiving

user input:

determining whether one or-more ambient conditions exist for the device as

potential interference to haptic output at a time of occurrence of the

respective alert condition,

in accordance with a determination that no interferential ambient conditions exist

for the device, providing a first variant of the second haptic output to the

user, the first variant of the second haptic output having a first set of

output characteristics, and

in accordance with a determination that one or more ambient conditions exist for

the device as potential interference to haptic output, providing a second

variant of the second haptic output to the user, the second variant of the

second haptic output having a second set of output characteristics, the

second set of characteristics different from the first set of characteristics,

the second variant of the second haptic output having greater intensity

than the first variant of the second haptic output.

61. The method of any of claims 47, 49, or 50, further comprising:

detecting a respective alert condition associated with a respective application;

determining that the respective alert condition did not result from receiving user input;

and
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responsive to determining that the respective alert condition did not result from receiving

user input:

providing a priming haptic output as a precursor to the second haptic output, the

priming haptic output to increase an engagement level of a user operating

the device to the second haptic output, wherein at least a portion of the

priming haptic output is more pronounced than the second haptic output;

and

providing the second haptic output following and within a specified time interval

of providing the priming haptic output

62. The method of claim 61, wherein the priming haptic output comprises a priming

haptic component with a time-varying waveform morphology characterized by a progressively

increasing intensity of the haptic component with time.

63. The method of claim 61, wherein the priming haptic output comprises a priming

haptic component with a time-varying waveform morphology characterized by an emphasized

haptic feature followed by a progressively diminishing intensity of the haptic component.

64. The method of claim 6 1, wherein:

the second haptic output is preceded by the priming haptic output; and

the first haptic output is provided directly, without a corresponding preceding priming

haptic output, in response to a corresponding alert condition that results from a

received user input

65. The method of claim 61, wherein characteristics of the priming haptic output are

selected based on an urgency or context associated with the alert condition.

66. The method of claim 47, further comprising:

detecting a first alert condition corresponding to a user selection of a user interface

element displayed on an application user interface associated with a first

application;
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responsive to the first alert condition, providing a respective first haptic output

representing the user selection of a user interface element, the respective first

haptic output comprising a first haptic component including a first haptic feature

of a first intensity and a first duration;

after providing the respective first haptic output, detecting a second alert condition

corresponding to an alert notification received by the first application; and

responsive to the second alert condition, providing a respective second haptic output

representing the receipt of the alert notification, the respective second haptic

output comprising a second haptic component including a second haptic feature of

a second intensity and a second duration, the respective second haptic output

different from and more pronounced than the respective first output based on the

second haptic feature being more pronounced than the first haptic feature, the

second intensity being greater than the first intensity, or the second duration being

longer than the first duration.

67. The method of claim 47, further comprising:

detecting a first alert condition associated with a first application, the first alert condition

resulting from a respective user input;

providing a respective first haptic output representing the first alert condition;

after providing the respective first haptic output, detecting a second alert condition

associated with the first application, the second alert condition not resulting from

receiving user input; and

providing a respective second haptic output representing the second alert condition, the

respective second haptic output different from and having greater intensity than

the respective first output.

68. The method of any of claims 47-49, 50-53, or 55 1, wherein:

the first haptic output has a first set of characteristics comprising one or more of: an

amplitude of the first haptic output, a duration of the first haptic output, a

regularity associated with the first haptic output, repetition frequency of haptic

features in the first haptic output, a selection of haptic features constituting the

first haptic output; and
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the second haptic output has a second set of characteristics comprising one or more of: an

amplitude of the second haptic output, a duration of the haptic component

associated with the second haptic output, a regularity associated with the second

haptic output, repetition frequency of haptic features in the second haptic output, a

selection of haptic features constituting the second haptic output.

69. The method of any of claims 47-68, wherein:

the first haptic output is accompanied by a first audio output;

the second haptic output is accompanied by a second audio output;

the first haptic output is similar to the second haptic output; and

the first audio output is different from the second audio output.

70. The method of any of claims 47-68, wherein:

the first haptic output is accompanied by a first audio output;

the second haptic output is accompanied by a second audio output;

the first audio output is similar to the second audio output; and

the first haptic output is different from the second haptic output.

7 . The method of claim 70, wherein the first intensity of the first haptic output and the

second intensity of the second haptic output is further adjusted in inverse relation to a volume

setting on the device.

72. The method of any of claims 47-68, wherein:

the second haptic output is accompanied by an audio output; and

the first haptic output is not accompanied by an audio output

73. The method of any of claims 47-72, wherein:

the computing device comprises a touch-sensitive display for receiving the user input;

and

the first haptic output and the second haptic output are provided via the touch-sensitive

display on the computing device.
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74. A computer-program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable storage

medium storing executable code, the code when executed causes a processor to performs steps as

in one of claims 47-73.

75. A computer-program product comprising:

a display;

a touch-sensitive surface; and

means for performing any one of claims 47-73.

76. An information processing apparatus for use in an electronic device with a display

and a touch-sensitive surface, comprising:

means for performing any one of claims 47-73.

77. A processor-implemented method performed on a computing device, the method

comprising:

receiving an input that corresponds to a first part of a multi-part operation performed by

an application executing on the computing device;

responsive to receiving the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part

operation, initiating an ongoing haptic output sequence;

after initiating the ongoing haptic output sequence, receiving an input that corresponds to

a second part of the multi-part operation; and

responsive to receiving the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part

operation, terminating the ongoing haptic output sequence.

78. The method of claim 77, wherein:

the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation is detected on a touch-

sensitive surface of the device;

the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part operation is detected on the

touch-sensitive surface of the device; and

. the haptic output sequence is provided via the touch-sensitive surface.

79. The method of claim 77 or 78, wherein:

the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation is detected by the

device; and
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the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part operation detected by a

second device.

80. The method of claims 77 or 78, wherein:

the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation is detected by the

device; and

the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part operation is detected by the

device.

8 1. The method of any of claims 77-80, wherein:

the multi-part operation is a secure transaction;

the first part of the multi-part operation includes arming the device to authorize the secure

transaction; and

the second part the multi-part operation includes authorizing the secure transaction.

82. The method of any of claims 77-80, wherein:

the multi-part operation is a secure transaction;

the first part of the multi-part operation includes determining that user authentication is

required to complete the secure transaction; and

the second part the multi-part operation includes receiving user authentication for the

secure transaction.

83. The method of any of claims 77-80, where:

the first part of the multi-part operation includes closing a draft of a document; and

the second part of the multi-part operation includes returning to the draft of the

document.

84. The method of claims 77 or 78, wherein:

the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation is a first user input

interacting with an application executing on the device; and

the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part operation is a second user

input interacting with the application, the second user input distinct from the first

user input.
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85. The method of claims 77 or 78, wherein:

detecting the input that corresponds to the first part of the multi-part operation includes

detecting a contact on the touch-sensitive surface; and

detecting the input that corresponds to the second part of the multi-part operation

includes detecting movement of the contact on the touch-sensitive surface.

86. The method of claims 77 or 78, wherein:

detecting the input that corresponds to the first part of the multi-part operation includes

detecting movement of a contact on the touch-sensitive surface; and

detecting the input that corresponds to the second part of the multi-part operation

includes detecting liftoff of the contact from the touch-sensitive surface.

87. The method of claim 77 or 78, wherein:

the inputs corresponding to the first and second parts of the multi-part operation comprise

a single gesture;

wherein the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation is an initial

part of the gesture; and

the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part operation is a subsequent part

of the gesture.

88. The method of claim 87, wherein the gesture is initiated on a portion of the touch-

sensitive surface that corresponds to a first location in a user interface displayed on a display of

the device and terminates on a second portion of the touch-sensitive surface that corresponds to a

second location in the user interface that is different from the first location.

89. The method of any of claims 77-88, wherein:

the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation initiates an event

associated with the respective application;

the event is sustained until receipt of the input corresponding to the second part of the

multi-part operation; and

the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part operation terminates the event

associated with the respective application.
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90. The method of claim 89, wherein:

the application is a text editing application;

the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation is a selection of a first

user interface element that enables a text-entry mode of the text editing

application;

the multi-part operation comprises one or more inputs for text-entry to the text editing

application;

the event corresponds to text manipulation in the text editing document responsive to the

inputs for text-entry; and

the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part operation is a selection of a

user interface element that disables the text-entry mode of the text editing

application.

91. The method of claim 89, wherein:

the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation is a selection of a first

user interface element that initiates a transaction;

the multi-part operation comprises one or more inputs for entry of information required to

process the transaction;

the event corresponds to population of one or more data entry fields that receive the

information required to process the transaction; and

the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part operation is a selection of a

user interface element that authorizes completion of the transaction.

92. The method of claim 89, wherein:

the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part operation follows the input

corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation and is separated in time

from the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation by a

specified interval of time corresponding to a duration of the event; and

the ongoing haptic output sequence is provided throughout the duration of the event and

indicates occurrence of the event.
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93. The method of claim 89, wherein characteristics of the ongoing haptic output

sequence are selected based on the event that is initiated by the input corresponding to the first

part of the multi-part operation.

94. T e method of claim 89, further comprising providing a first haptic feedback

responsive to receiving the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation, the

first haptic feedback selected based on the event and indicating an initiation of the event, the first

haptic feedback distinct from than the ongoing haptic output sequence.

95. The method of claim 4 further comprising providing a second haptic feedback

responsive to receiving the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part operation, the

second haptic feedback distinct from than the ongoing haptic output sequence.

96. The method of any of claims 77-80, wherein:

the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation suspends an ongoing

event associated with the application; and

the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part operation resumes the

ongoing event associated with the application.

97. The method of claim 89, wherein:

the application is a voice communication application;

the event is an ongoing voice communication occurring at a time of receipt of the input

corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation;

the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part operation is a selection of a first

user interface element of the voice communication application, the selection

suspending the ongoing voice communication;

the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part operation is a selection of a

second user interface element that resumes the voice communication.

98. The method of any of claims 77-80, further comprising, after initiating an ongoing

haptic output sequence responsive to the first part of a multi-part operation and before receiving

an input that corresponds to a second part of the multi-part operation:

receiving one or more additional user inputs, distinct from the input that corresponds to

the seconc! part of the multi-part operation; and
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continuing to provide the ongoing haptic output regardless of the additional user inputs,

until receipt of the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part

operation.

99. The method of any of claims 77-98, wherein an intensity of the ongoing haptic

output sequence increases with time until a subsequent input corresponding to the multi-part

operation is received.

100. The method of any of claims 77-98, further comprising:

responsive to detecting the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part

operation, initiating an ongoing audio output sequence to accompany the ongoing

haptic sequence; and

responsive to detecting the input corresponding to the second part of the multi-part

operation, terminating the ongoing the audio output sequence.

101. The method of claim 100, wherein a time-varying haptic energy profile of the

haptic output sequence mimics a time-varying acoustic energy profile of the audio output

sequence.

02. The method of any of claims 77-80, further comprising:

responsive to determining that the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part

operation does not pause an ongoing event, but initiates an event associated with

the respective application, providing the haptic output sequence without an

accompanying audio output sequence; and

responsive to determining that the input corresponding to the first part of the multi-part

operation pauses an ongoing event associated with the respective application,

providing an ongoing audio output sequence accompanying the ongoing haptic

output sequence.

103. A computer-program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable

storage medium storing executable code, the code when executed causes a processor to performs

steps as in one of claims 77-102.



104. A computer-program product comprising:

a display;

a touch-sensitive surface; and

means for performing any one of claims 77-102.

05. An information processing apparatus for use in an electronic device with a display

and a touch-sensitive surface, comprising:

means for performing any one of claims 77-102.

106. A processor-implemented method performed on a computing device, comprising:

detecting a first input that corresponds to a request to perform a first operation;

responsive to detecting the first input:

providing a first output that includes a haptic component; and

performing the first operation;

after performing the first operation, detecting a second input that corresponds to a

request to perform a second operation that includes the first operation and

a supplemental operation; and

responsive to detecting the second input:

providing a second output that includes a haptic component, wherein the

second output includes the first output in conjunction with

providing supplemental output that corresponds to the

supplemental operation; and

performing the second operation.

107. The method of claim 06, further comprising:

responsive to detecting the second input:

performing the first operation and concurrently providing the first output; and

performing the supplemental operation and concurrently providing the

supplemental output.

108. The method of claim 106, further comprising:

responsive to detecting the second input:



performing the first operation prior to performing the supplemental operation;

and

providing the first output prior to providing the supplemental output.

09. The method of claim 06, further comprising:

responsive to detecting the second input:

performing the first operation after performing the supplemental operation; and

providing the first output after providing the supplemental output.

110. The method of claim 106, further comprising:

responsive to detecting the second input:

performing at least a portion of the first operation concurrently with a portion of

the supplemental operation; and

providing at least a portion of the first output concurrently with a portion of the

supplemental output.

11. The method of any of claims 106-1 0, wherein:

the first operation corresponds to capture of an image with a camera; and

the second operation corresponds to capturing an image after a specified interval of time.

112. The method of any of claims 06-1 0, wherein:

the first operation corresponds to a transaction-enable operation for enabling the device to

authorize a secure transaction; and

the second operation corresponds to enabling the device to authorize a secure transaction

and authorizing the secure transaction.

113. The method of any of claims 106-110, wherein:

the first operation corresponds to a save operation for saving content within an existing

file; and

the second operation corresponds to a save-as operation to save content within an existing

file to a new file.
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14. The method of any of claims 106-1 10, wherein:

the first operation corresponds to a send operation for sending a reply to a message that is

in a message inbox; and

the second operation corresponds to a send and archive operation for sending a reply to a

message that is in the message inbox and removing it from the message inbox.

15. The method of any of claims 106-1 14, wherein:

the supplemental operation has a variable value; and

the supplemental output is based on the value of the variable attribute.

16. The method of any of claims 106-1 15, wherein the haptic component corresponding

to the second output comprises a first haptic component corresponding to the first output and a

second haptic component corresponding to the supplemental output, the second haptic

component is distinct from the first haptic component.

17. The method of any of claims 106, 10-1 16, wherein the supplemental output

comprises a non-haptic component.

1 . The method of any of claims 06, 1 0- 6, wherein the second output comprises a

textual component that identifies the supplemental operation as different from the first operation.

1 . The method of any of claims 106, 10-1 6, wherein:

the supplemental output comprises an audio component; and

the first output does not include an audio component.

120. The method of any of claims 106, 110-1 6, wherein:

the computing device comprises a touch-sensitive display;

the first and second inputs are received through the touch-sensitive display ; and

the haptic component of the first output and the haptic component of the second output

are provided via the touch-sensitive display.

1. A processor-implemented method comprising:

detecting a first input that corresponds to a request to capture a first image with a camera;

responsive to detecting the first input:
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providing a first output that includes a haptic component; and

capturing the first image;

after capturing the first image, detecting a second input that corresponds to a

request to capture a second image after a specified interval of time; and

responsive to detecting the second input:

providing a second output that includes a haptic component, wherein the

second output includes the first output in conjunction with

providing supplemental output that corresponds to measuring a

lapse of the specified interval of time; and

capturing the second image after the specified interval of time.

122. A processor-implemented method comprising:

detecting a first input that corresponds to a request to perform a transaction-enable

operation for enabling the device to authorize a secure transaction;

responsive to detecting the first input:

providing a first output that includes a haptic component; and

enabling the device to authorize a secure transaction;

after performing the transaction-enable operation, detecting a second input that

corresponds to a request to authorize a secure transaction; and

responsive to detecting the second input:

providing a second output that includes a haptic component, wherein the

second output includes the first output in conjunction with

providing supplemental output that corresponds to authorizing the

secure transaction; and

authorizing the secure transaction.

123. A processor-implemented method comprising:

detecting a first input that corresponds to a request to perform a save operation;

responsive to detecting the first input:

providing a first output that includes a haptic component; and

performing the save operation for saving content within an existing file;
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after performing the save operation, detecting a second input that corresponds to a

request to perform a save as operation to save content within an existing

file to a new file; and

responsive to detecting the second input:

providing a second output that includes a haptic component, wherein the

second output includes the first output in conjunction with

providing supplemental output that corresponds to a creation of the

new file; and

performing the save as operation.

4. A computer-program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable

storage medium storing executable code, the code when executed causes a processor to performs

steps as in one of claims 106-123.

125. A computer-program product comprising:

a display;

a touch-sensitive surface; and

means for performing any one of claims 106-123.

126. An information processing apparatus for use in an electronic device with a display

and a touch-sensitive surface, comprising:

means for performing any one of claims 106-123.

127. A processor-implemented method performed on a computing device, the method

comprising:

detecting occurrence of a first alert condition;

responsive to detecting the occurrence of the first alert condition, providing a first

output that includes a first haptic component and a first non-haptic

component;

after providing the first output, detecting occurrence of a second alert condition;

and

responsive to detecting the occurrence of the second alert condition:
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providing a second output that includes a second haptic component and a

second non-haptic component, wherein:

when the first alert condition and the second alert condition are different

alert conditions that are in a same class of alert condition, the first

output and the second output share one or more same components

and have one or more different components; and

when the first alert condition and the second alert condition are different

alert conditions that are in different classes of alert condition, the

first haptic component is different from the second haptic

component and the first non-haptic component is different from the

second non-haptic component.

128. The method of claim 27, wherein the first alert condition and the second alert

condition are in the same class of alert condition, wherein the class is associated with alert

conditions for an application.

129. The method of claim 7, wherein the first alert condition and the second alert

condition are in the same class of alert condition, the class associated with a category of

applications.

130. The method of claim 127, wherein the first alert condition and the second alert

condition are associated with two different applications, wherein the first alert condition and the

second alert condition are in the same class of alert condition, the class corresponding to

functions in a predefined class of functions within the two different applications.

131 . The method of claim 127, wherein the first alert condition and the second alert

condition are associated with a common application, wherein the first alert condition and the

second alert condition are in the same class of alert condition, the class corresponding to

functions in a predefined class of functions.

132. The method of any if claims 127-131, wherein classes of alert conditions include

messages, activity alerts, media playback alerts, virtual assistant alerts, system alerts, scheduling

reminders, and internet browser updates.
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133. The method of any of claims 127-132, wherein when the first alert condition and

the second alert condition correspond to separate instances of the same alert condition, the first

output is identical to the second output

134. The method of any of claims 127-133, wherein the first and second non-haptic

components are audio outputs.

135. The method of any of claims 127-133, wherein the first and second non-haptic

components are visual outputs.

36. The method of any of claims 127-133, wherein, when the first alert condition and

the second alert condition are different alert conditions that are in a same class of alert condition:

the first haptic component of the first output s identical to the second haptic component

of the second output and

the first non-haptic component of the first output is different from the second non-haptic

component of the second output.

137. The method of any of claims 127-1 33, wherein, when the first alert condition and

the second alert condition are different alert conditions that are in a same ciass of aiert condition:

the first non-haptic component of the first output is identical to the second non-haptic

component of the second output; and

the first haptic component of the first output is different from the second haptic

component of the second output.

138. The method of any of claims 127-137, wherein:

the first alert condition and the second alert condition correspond to a same alert

condition; and

the first output is accompanied by a first additional component that is different from a

second additional component that accompanies the second output

1 Th mftthnd of l m 1 wh n in-

describing the first event that triggered the first alert; and
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the second additional component accompanying the second output provides information

describing the second event that triggered the second alert.

140. The method of any of claims 127-133, further comprising:

after providing the second output, detecting occurrence of a third alert condition; and

responsive to detecting the occurrence of the third alert condition:

providing a third output that includes a third haptic component and a third non-

haptic component, wherein:

when the first alert condition, the second alert condition, and the third alert

condition are different alert conditions that are in a same class of alert

condition, the first output, the second output, and the third output share

one or more same components and have one or more different

components; and

when the third alert condition is in a different class of alert condition from the

first alert condition and the second alert condition, the third haptic

component is different from both the first haptic component and the

second haptic component and the third non-haptic component is different

from both the first non-haptic component and the second non-haptic

component

141. The method of any of claims 127-141, wherein:

the computing device has a touch-sensitive display;

the first haptic component of the first output and the second haptic component of the

second output are provided via the touch-sensitive display on the computing

device.

142. A computer-program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable

storage medium storing executable code, the code when executed causes a processor to performs

steps as in one of claims 127-141 .

143. A computer-program product comprising:

a display;

a touch-sensitive surface; and
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means for performing any one of claims 127-141 .

144. An information processing apparatus for use in an electronic device with a display

and a touch-sensitive surface, comprising:

means for performing any one of claims 127-141 .

145. A method, comprising:
at a computing device with a tactile output generator:

detecting an occurrence of a first event; and

in response to detecting the occurrence of the first event:

in accordance with a determination that the first event is a first type of

event of a plurality of types of events that are affected by the alert-

salience setting, providing a first alert with the tactile output

generator that includes a first haptic component selected based at

least in part on an alert-salience setting of the device; and

in accordance with a determination that the first event is a second type of

event of a plurality of types of events that are not affected by the

alert-salience setting, providing a second alert with the tactile

output generator that includes a second haptic component selected

without regard to the alert-salience setting of the device.

146. The method of claim 145, wherein the first alert is different from the second alert.

147. The method of claim 145 or 146, wherein providing the first alert that includes the

first haptic component selected based at least in part on the alert-salience setting of the device

includes:
determining a value of the alert-salience setting;

in accordance with a determination that the alert-salience setting has a first value,

providing the first alert that includes the first haptic component comprising a third

haptic component and a fourth haptic component; and

in accordance with a determination that the alert-salience setting has a second value

different from the first value, providing the first alert that includes the first haptic
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component comprising the third haptic component but not including the fourth

haptic component.

148. The method of claim 147, wherein the fourth haptic component precedes the third

haptic component

149. The method of any of claims 147-148, including, in accordance with a

determination that the first event is a third type of event of the plurality of types of events that

are affected by the alert-salience setting, providing a third alert that includes a haptic component

selected based at least in part on the alert-salience setting of the device, wherein providing the

third alert that includes the haptic component selected based at least in part on the alert-salience

setting of the device includes:
determining a value of the alert-salience setting;

in accordance with a determination that the alert-salience setting has the first value, the

third alert includes a fifth haptic component and a sixth haptic component; and

in accordance with a determination that the alert-salience setting has the second value

different from the first value, the third alert includes the fifth haptic component

but does not include the sixth haptic component.

150. The method of claim 149, wherein the sixth haptic component is the same as the

fourth haptic component.

1 1. The method of any of claims 47-1 0, wherein:
the occurrence of the first event is detected while the alert-salience setting of the device

has the first value;

the first alert provided in response to the first event includes the first haptic component

and the second haptic component; and

the second alert provided in response to the first event includes a second-alert haptic

component; and

the method further comprise:
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while the alert-salience setting of the device has the first value, receiving a request

to change the alert-salience setting of the device to the second value; and

in response to receiving the request to change the alert-salience setting to the

second value, changing the alert-salience setting to the second value;

while the alert-salience setting of the device has the second value:

detecting the occurrence of a second event; and

in response to detecting the occurrence of the second event:

in accordance with a determination that the second event is the first

type of event, providing a third alert that includes the third

haptic component and does not include the fourth haptic

component; and

in accordance with a determination that the second event is the

second type of event, providing the second alert that

includes the second haptic component.

52. The method of any of claims 47- 5 , wherein the first value of the alert-salience

is on and the second value of the alert-salience setting is off.

53. The method of any of claims 45- 152, further comprising:
providing an additional haptic component for alerts triggered in response to events in a

first plurality of event classes when the alert-salience setting has a first value;

forgoing providing the additional haptic component for alerts triggered in response to

events in the first plurality of event classes when the alert-salience setting has the

second value; and

forgoing providing the additional haptic component for alerts triggered in response to

events in a second plurality of event classes, distinct from the first plurality of

event classes, without regard to whether the alert-salience setting has the first

value or the second value.

154. The method of any of claims 145-1 53, wherein:

the device has a touch-sensitive display; and

the haptic components are provided via a touch-sensitive display on the

computing device.
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155. A computer-program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable

storage medium storing executable code, the code when executed causes a processor to performs

steps as in one of claims 145-154.

156. A computer-program product comprising:

a display;

a touch-sensitive surface; and

means for performing any one of claims 145-154.

157. An information processing apparatus for use in an electronic device with a display

a touch-sensitive surface, comprising:

means for performing any one of claims 145-1 54.

158. A method, comprising:
at a device with a tactile output generator:

detecting an event; and

in response to detecting the event:

in accordance with a determination mat the event is a type of event in a first event

class that includes a plurality of different event types providing a first

alert that includes a first haptic component generated by the tactile output

generator; and

in accordance with a determination that the event is a type of event in a second

event class that includes a plurality of different event types, providing a

second alert that includes a second haptic component, generated by the

tactile output generator, that is different from the first haptic component;

and

in accordance with a determination that the event is a type of event in a third

event class that includes a plurality of different event types, providing a

third alert that includes a third haptic component, generated by the tactile

output generator, that is different from the first haptic component and the

second haptic component.
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159. The method of claim 158, including in response to detecting the event, in

accordance with a determination that the event is a type of event in a fourth event class that

includes a plurality of different event types, providing a fourth alert that includes a fourth haptic

component, generated by the tactile output generator, that is different from the first haptic

component, the second haptic component, and the third haptic component

60. The method of claim 15 , wherein the fourth event class corresponds to an event

generated by a third party application.

161. The method of claim 59, wherein the fourth haptic component is differentiated

from the first haptic component, the second haptic component, and the third haptic component by

a haptic output element that is not included in the first haptic component, the second haptic

component, or the third haptic component.

162. The method of claim 58, wherein the first haptic component is different from the

second haptic component and the third haptic component based on at least one of: spacing

between haptic outputs, number of haptic outputs, and change in the amplitude of haptic outputs

over time during the haptic component.

163. The method of claim 8 or 159, wherein:
the first class of events includes events generated based on communications from

other users;

the second class of events includes events generated based on predefined criteria

entered by a user of the device; and

the third class of events includes events generated based on the satisfaction of

device-monitored criteria.

1 4. The method of any of claims 158-163, wherein the device has a plurality of unique

alerts that correspond to different events, and the first event class, the second event class, and the

third event class correspond to types of events that typically occur more frequently than the

events that correspond to unique alerts.
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165. The method of any of claims 158-164, wherein:

the device has a touch-sensitive display; and

the haptic components are provided via a touch-sensitive display on the computing

device.

66. A computer-program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable

storage medium storing executable code, the code when executed causes a processor to performs

steps as in one of claims 158-165.

167. A computer-program product comprising:

a display;

a touch-sensitive surface; and

means for performing any one of claims 158-165.

168. An information processing apparatus for use in an electronic device with a display

and a touch-sensitive surface, comprising:

means for performing any one of claims 158-165.

169. A computer-implemented method, comprising:

at an electronic device with one or more haptic output devices and one or more audio

output devices:

detecting occurrence of a first condition at the device; and

in response to detecting the occurrence of the first condition, generating a first

alert that corresponds to a respective application in a first class of

applications, the first alert including:

a first haptic component that is output via the one or more haptic output

devices; and

a first audio component, output via the one or more audio output devices,

that is composed from an audio waveform that is designated for

use by the respective application in the first class of applications;

and

detecting occurrence of a second condition at the device; and
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in response to delecting the occurrence of the second condition, generating a

second alert that corresponds to a respective application in a second class

of applications that is different from the first class of applications, the

second alert including:

a second haptic component that is output via the one or more haptic output

devices; and

a second audio component, output via the one or more audio output

devices, that is composed from an audio waveform that is

designated for use by applications in the second class of

applications.

170. The method of claim 169, wherein the first haptic component and the second haptic

component are composed from one or more haptic waveforms that are available to both the first

class of application and the second class of application.

171. The method of claim 9 or 170, wherein:

the device is configured to generate a plurality of different alerts;

the plurality of different alerts includes a first subset of two or more alerts that include

audio components that are available to the first class of applications and are not

available to the second class of applications; and

the plurality of different alerts includes a second subset of two or more alerts that include

audio components that are available to the second class of applications and are

composed from the audio waveform that is designated for use by the second class

of applications.

172. The method of claim 171, wherein the second subset of alerts include two alerts

generated by applying different transformations to a respective audio sample that

is associated with the second class of applications.

73. The method of claim 171, wherein the first subset of alerts include two alerts

generated by applying different transformations to a respective audio sample that

is associated with a first application in the first class of applications.
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174. The method of claim 173, wherein the first subset of alerts include two alerts

generated by applying different transformations to a respective audio sample that is associated

with a second application in the first class of applications, wherein the respective audio sample

that is associated with the second application is different from the respective audio sample that is

associated with the first application.

175. The method of any of claims 171-174, wherein the second subset of alerts is not

available to the first class of applications.

176. The method of any of claims 171-174, wherein:

the first subset of two or more alerts include haptic components that are available to the

first class of applications and the second class of applications; and

the second subset of two or more alerts that include haptic components that are available

to the second class of applications and the first class of applications.

77. The method of any of claims 171-1 76, wherein the plurality of different alerts

includes a third subset of two or more alerts that include audio components that are available to

the second class of applications and the first class of applications.

78. The method of claim 9 or 177, wherein:

the first audio component, output via the one or more audio output devices, is composed

from an audio waveform that is designated for use by a first application in the first

class of applications; and

the first audio component, output via the one or more audio output devices, is composed

from an audio waveform that is designated for use by a second application in the

first class of applications.

179. The method of claim 169 or 177, wherein:

the second audio component, output via the one or more audio output devices, is

composed from the audio waveform that is designated for use by applications in

the second class of application the alert corresponds to a third application in the

second class of applications; and
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the first audio component, output via the one or more audio output devices, is composed

from the audio waveform that is designated for use by applications in the second

class of application the alert corresponds to a second application in the second

class of applications.

80. The method of any of claims 9- 79, wherein:

the device has a touch-sensitive display; and

the first haptic component and the second haptic component are provided via a

touch-sensitive display on the computing device

18 . A computer-program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable

storage medium storing executable code, the code when executed causes a processor to performs

steps as in one of claims 169-1 80.

182. A computer-program product comprising:

a display;

a touch-sensitive surface; and

means for performing any one of claims 169-1 80.

183. An information processing apparatus for use in an electronic device with a display

and a touch-sensitive surface, comprising:

means for performing any one of claims 169-180.

184. A method, comprising:

at an electronic device with one or more haptic output devices and one or more audio

output devices:

detecting occurrence of a first condition of a first type in a first software

application at the electronic device; and

in response to detecting the occurrence of the first condition in the first software

application, generating a first alert corresponding to the first condition that

includes:
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a first haptic component that indicates that the first condition that occurred

is of the first type; and

a first audio component that indicates that the first condition occurred in

the first software application;

detecting occurrence at the electronic device of the first condition of the first type

in a second software application that is different from the first software

application; and

in response to detecting the occurrence of the first condition in the second

software application, generating a second alert corresponding to the first

condition that includes:

the first haptic component that indicates that the first condition that

occurred is of the first type; and

a second audio component, different from the first audio component, that

indicates that the first condition occurred in the second software

application that is different from the first software application.

85. The method of claim 184, further comprising:

detecting the occurrence of the first condition at the electronic device in a third software

application different from the first and second software applications;

in response to detecting the occurrence of the first condition at the electronic device in

the third software application, generating a third alert corresponding to the first

condition in the third software application that includes:

the first haptic component that indicates that the first condition that occurred is of

the first type; and

a third audio component, different from the first audio component and the second

audio component, that indicates that the first condition occurred in the

third software application.

186. The method of claim 184 or 185, wherein:

the first haptic component indicates that an operation requested by the user has failed to

occur;
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the first audio component indicates that the operation failed to occur in the first

application; and

the second audio component indicates that the operation failed to occur in the second

application.

87. The method of claim 184 or 85, wherein:

the first haptic component indicates that an operation requested by the user has

successfully occurred;

the first audio component indicates that the operation occurred in the first application;

and

the second audio component indicates that the operation occurred in the second

application.

88. The method of any of claims 84- 187, wherein:

the first audio component is generated based on an audio waveform that is designated for

use by the first application; and

the second audio component is generated based on an audio waveform that is designated

for use by the second application.

189. The method of any of claims 4-1 7, wherein:

the first audio component is generated based on an audio waveform that is designated for

use by applications in a first class of applications; and

the second audio component is generated based on an audio waveform that is designated

for use by applications in a second class of applications that is different from the

first class of applications.

90. The method of any of claims 84-1 89, wherein:

the electronic device is configured to provide alerts that include a haptic component and

an audio component in response to a plurality of different conditions and a

plurality of different software applications;

the first condition is signified by the first haptic component;
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a second condition that is diiferent than the first condition is signified by a second haptic

component that is different than the first haptic component;

the first software application is signified by the first audio component; and

the second software application that is different from the first software application is

signified by the second audio component that is different from the first audio

component.

1. The method of claim 190, wherein:

the second condition indicates success of a requested operation and the second haptic

component includes a series of haptic outputs that are aligned with features in the

first audio component; and

the first condition indicates failure of a requested operation and the first haptic

component is unaligned with features in the first audio component

192. The method of claim 190, wherein:

the second condition indicates success of a requested operation and the second haptic

component includes a series of haptic outputs that are aligned with features in the

second audio component; and

the first condition indicates failure of a requested operation, the first haptic component is

unaligned with features in the second audio component.

193. The method of any of claims 184-192, wherein:

the electronic device has a touch-sensitive display; and

the first haptic component and the second haptic component are provided via the touch-

sensitive display on the electronic device.

194. A computer-program product comprising a non-transitory computer readable

storage medium storing executable code, the code when executed causes a

processor to performs steps as in one of claims 184-193.

195. A computer-program product comprising:
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a display;

a touch-sensitive surface; and

means for performing any one of claims 84- 3.

196. An information processing apparatus for use in an electronic device with a display

and a touch-sensitive surface, comprising:

means for performing any one of claims 184-193.
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STATEMENT UNDER PCT ARTICLE 19(1)

The above amendments to the Claims are being submitted in accordance with the Patent

Cooperation Treaty Article 19.

The differences between the claims as filed and the claims as amended are provided

herein.

No claims are cancelled.

Claims 1, 5-21, 23-44, 46-74, 76, 78-103, 105-120, 122-124, 126-142, 144, 146, 152,

154-155, 157-166, 168-181, 183, 194, and 196 are original.

Claims 2-4, 22, 45, 75, 77, 104, 121, 125, 143, 145, 147-151, 153, 156, 167, 182, 184-

3, and 1 5 are amended.

The above-described amendments do not go beyond the disclosure of the international

application as filed, and entry of these amendments is respectfully requested.

Basis for these amendments is found throughout the application as filed.

Replacement sheets effecting the above-described amendments are being transmitted

herewith.

Respectfully submitted,
APPLE INC.

Dated: Mav 2. 2016 By:
Robert R. Sachs, Agent of Record
Reg. No.: 42,120
Fenwick & West LLP
801 California Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
Tel.: (415) 875-2410
Fax: (650) 938-5200
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